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More Modern more Capable PATENTING

Commissionaire and Agents Of Patents:
The President and all USA Governments and Agencies, hoping for the Super Modern Economy.
The problem of FEES is only part of the problem of Proficiency expected from your mandate for us
Independent Inventors.
There is a solution, itself an innovation, of "A Pre-patent Registry" and its proposed "Trading Post" for
National and International commercialization of new arts and sciences plus products and services, to be
Universal, by Automation of Natural Languages at the Intercultural level of Comprehension, and well
beyond search and find Artificial Intelligence of expert-systems; and this solution is actually the answer
to the BIGGER ISSUE of raising FEES after investment in modernizing the USAPTO.
We, shall have to pay your set fees as the mandated authority, if we seek inventions patented; but no as
in the past for all 94% of applications, as inventors learn of the WISDM now only shared
@ prepatent.org in light of the fame we may generate by our Pre-Patent Pre-Partnering WISDOM,
where your PTO volume as well as potential growth may be at risk as independent inventors and
investors employ the alternative way of protecting real new and original inventions in the way only
Large American Incorporations can obtain from the USPTO. The markets of Professional Inventing as
a business and service, are not subjected to the same risk - because in all and most cases, they hold no
or little innovation.
Earning Taxation Rights, may be yet a new concept for the Department Of Commerce to capture as part
of a National Government in search and reach for new advanced knowhow and capabilities my
company as well as many other gifted inventors own and like to protect, on Global as well as national,
Regional and Local Territories; but in our modern shifting cataclysmic global economy, first to invent
file and publish plus commercialize is entering a new era where the freedom of commercialization and
profiting is employing more then new and advanced technological tools but also specialized wisdom in
the arts of discovery and successful commercialized innovations, a goal far from being achieved by the
archaic patent awarding system for socio economic growth...
Existing FEES structures and hopes only demonstrate the offices inability to offer economically viable
application of new original beneficial and safe innovations.
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